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Ex-Northwestern head
named divisional dean
During the present academic
year the social science division of
Hope has been without a permanent dean. Last week, however;
President Gordon VanWylen announced to the faculty that Or.
Lars Granberg, currently president
of
Northwestern
College in
Orange City, Iowa, has been appointed Dean of the Social
Science Division. He will assume
his duties in the fall of 1975.
GRANBERG graduated from
Wheat on College and received his
masters degree in psychology in
1946 from the University of Chicago. He began teaching at Hope
in 1947 and taught until 1954
when he received his doctorate in
psychology from the University of
Chicago.
After leaving Hope, Granberg
joined the faculty at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California, and taught there until
1960 when he returned to Hope
and started the counseling department.
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Inflation blamed

Tultion, fees, to rise by $265 next year
by Tim Mulder
The Board of Trustees is considering a proposal submitted by
William Anderson, vice president
for business and financial affairs,
which would raise the student
cost of attending Hope to $3,575
for the 1975-76 academic year.
This amounts to an increase of
$256, eight percent over last
year's cost.
TUITION WILL go up to
$2,370 from $2,185; an 8.5 percent increase of $185. The room
fee will go up $30 from $470 to
$500; a 6.4 percent increase, and
board will cost $680; up $50 from
the present fee of $630; a 7.9
percent hike.
The cost for faculty salaries
will increase 7.9 percent, while
salary costs for the administration
and other staff will be up 15.2
percent. Anderson attributes the
administration and staff hike partly to the hiring of two new
divisional deans f as well as to
increases in salaries across theboard for all the employees of the
college.
THE NEED fpr more income is
prompted by an estimated 12
percent inflation rate in the U.S.
this year. Most notably, the costs
for services, capital repairs, supplies and salaries at Hope soared
to meet the rising cost of living. In
light of this fact Anderson is glad
that additions to student costs
have been able to be kept down to
only an eight percent increase.
Student income supplies 80
percent of Hope's operating bud-get, therefore any change in costs
to the college are almost immediately felt by the students.

ANDERSON STATED that,
"The ideal situation would be to
get enough outside., support so
that the college would not be so
financially dependent upon the
students.? As it stands now, the
students are the ones who bear
the bulk of the burden.
This is where he feels that the
new divisional dean system will be
of great merit. According to
Anderson there are enormous
sums of money which are available through foundations and governmental grants for programs
which Hope, up until this time has
not been able to develop:
SINCE THE deans, -unlike the
Development Office, are fundamentally expert in academics,
they should have better access and
more complete backgrounds in
order to know who should be
contacted and what would be
expected in order to qualify the
school for such grants, Anderson
said.
Also, he believes that the new
organization should take some of
the pressure off the President and
the Provost, creating a freer flow
of communication from faculty
and students, and allowing t h e
President Gordon VanWylen and
Provost David Marker to concentrate . more heavily on their
specific responsibilities.
WHEN ASKED to respond to
Dean of Natural Sciences Sheldon
Wettack's statement that the new
system would actually save the college money, Anderson replied, "It
certainly won't show any savings in
the immediate future, but I view
this operation as a long term invest-'
ment, and while it is still too early

Hope orchestra chosen
to perform at U. of M.
The Hope Symphony Orchestra will present a concert at Hill
Auditorium on the campus of the
University of Michigan tomorrow,
at 10:30 a.m.
The orchestra concert will be
one of the scheduled activities of
the annual Midwestern Conference on Vocal and Instrumental
.Music.
Invited by the Michigan School
Band and Orchestra Association^
the Hope orchestra is t|ie only
college orchestra chosen tcr perform at this year's conference.

At the request of the sponsoring organization, the orchestra
will play a program which features

music from this century. Pieces to
be performed will be Festive Overture by Robert Washburn, The
Walk to the Paradise Garden by
Delius, Two Bavarian Dances by
Elgar, Charade by Robert Muczynski, The Lions by Ned Rorem,
and "Polka and Fugue" from the
opera Shvanda by Weinberger.
The 75 member orchestra is
conducted by Dr. Robert Ritsema, who is an honorary life
member of the sponsoring organization. Introducing the orchestra
to the audience at the conference
will be Dan Ritsema, MSBOA
member and director of bands in
Zeeland.

to make a judgment at this time, I
do believe that it is a good move
and will pay off in the long run."
Asked to explain why the^nflation rate for the college was up 12,
percent while the student costs
were only going up eight percent,
Anderson said that the answer was
basically two-fold. "Student enrollment increased this year bringing in more income, and the
Development Office and Build
Hope .have been able to raise
sizeable gifts to the college."
HE CONTINUED, "Many people are dedicated to giving to
Hope. The majority of pledges
secured through Build Hope have
followed through and materialized, and a number of annuities
have been donated to the college
this year. This helps'keep cost
down.",.
Still, the economic situation is
bad all over and the rising cost of
a college education threatens to
place Hope out of the student
market.

BESIDES
HIS
counseling
duties, Granberg also taught part
time until 1965, when he iSft to
become president of Northwestern. During his last year at
Hope Granberg was an acting vice
president of the college.
Granberg's responsibilities will
include coordination of course
.offerings and progress in the division, review and evaluation of
class schedules, class size, teaching
loads and related academic matters. •
HE WILL also recruit new staff
members, evaluate faculty in his
division, and aid in development
of an overall supervision of preprofessional programs. For . instance, as Dean of the Social
Science Division Granberg would
.be responsible for the pre-professional programs in law and would
work diligently with those faculty
members who take the leadership
for these programs.
In a phone conversation Granberg said he plans on coming to Hope in August. Northwestem is currently seeking a new
president. He indicated that his
experience as president had been
invaluable and " a very challenging experience," but he added
that "what he had wanted to do
as president he has accomplished"
and believes that he could better
serve people in an educational
manner at Hope. -

"THIS IS our number one conIN HIS PREVIOUS years at
cern," Anderson admitted, "however, no one knows where that Hope, Granberg said he had very
actual point is." The major deci- satisfactory and laudable experiences with Hope students. Gransion which will be facing students
berg expressed great anticipation
who want to go to school in the
about the fact that he would once
future will be to choose between
again be able to work with many
private schools, like Hope, or the
of his friends and colleagues here.
less
expensive
state owned
The other social science departschools.
ments. seem to look favorably
Anderson believes that for the
upon a psychologist coming to
individual who decides on a pripreside as dean. Associate Profesvate school, Hope remains in a
sor of Political Science Dr. Robert
competitive position. "It is in our
Elder said, "Dr. Granberg is very
favor," he stated, "that our fees
interdisciplinary oriented." Elder
are lower than many other schools
looks forward to the time when
of our size and quality. A liberal
arts education is expensive, but if the new dean will be here.
your costs can be defended in
PRESIDENT Gordon Vanorder to maintain that kind of Wylen stated that his association
education, it doesn't make sense with Granberg has been "tremennot to raise costs."
dously favorable" in the past and
IT HAS BEEN Hope's policy that he has "great intellectual
to help students defray their costs ability."
through the use of financial aid.
VanWylen pointed out that beWhile no new government funds
sides
his administrative duties,
have been made available to colleges for,, use as financial aid, Granberg will also teach.
continued on page 3, column 4

Bull Moose draws fire

Censorship ruled out for plays
by Dave De Kok

and the courage of our convictions."
"YOU SOLVE the problem by
working together to find the best
way to achieve the goals and
purposes of Hope College," he
said. Van Wylen emphasized that
there were "no problems, no

tension," between himself and the
theater department, that they
agreed with him on this point.
"When you antagonize someone you don't necessarily help
him," the President said. "You
don't run pell-mell over the people you want to support you."

President Gordon VanWylen
told the anchor Wednesday he
does not believe plays performed
by the Hope theater department
should be submitted to any sort
of censorship.
THE QUESTION arose after
some members of the Board of
Trustees, alumni,- and general
public expressed disapproval of
the content of the play Bull
Moose, presented at Hope just
prior to Christmas break.
• Complaints centered around
the use of profanity by the characters and the general nature of
the play, which some held to be
"just a play about prostitutes."
~ VANWYLEN said his main
concern about the play was the
negative reaction to it received
from people who were not normally critical of the college, people who he claimed were broadminded.
"We as an institution have
many publics," VanWylen said,
"in athletics, music, theater, and
other things. We have to find the BULL MOOSE was the subject of harsh criticism by some members of
balance to follow between the the Hope community who objected to the play's realistic treatment of
sensibilities of our constituency life in the early 1900s.
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Higher Horizons to move site, broaden activities
by Peter Maassen
The Higher Horizons office,
nestled below Van Vleck Hall, has
for years been pursuing its humanitarian, never-ending task of finding friends for children who need
them. It will soon move to a larger
building, a broader range of activities, and Director John Rolph
hopes, a greater number of volunteer Big Brothers and Sisters.
ROLPH SUMMARIZED the
agency's philosophy this way:
"We're providing big brothers and
big sisters . . . to develop a one-toone friendship with a child."
Friendship, not therapy, is the
goal, Rolph said. Instead of having
a "typical adult authoritarian
position," big brothers and sisters

give love, understanding and
guidance.
The children in the program
are from six to sixteen, and usually come from single-parent homes
or are Latinos having trouble adjusting to the Anglo society. "The
mother," Rolph said, " o f t e n finds
a great sense of relief in our
program and welcomes the opportunity for her children to have big
brothers-big sisters." Unfortunately, Higher Horizons still has
about 50 children on a waiting
list.
VOLUNTEERS, therefore, are
badly needed. Rolph intends to
launch a recruitment drive next
week with display, booths at
Phelps meal lines and in the Kletz.
About 9 0 / per cent of Higher

Horizons' 150 big brothers-sistera
are Hope students. *it*8 a mutually rewarding experience," said
Rolph.
Volunteers are interviewed;
their personal interests as well as
what age, personality, and which
personal interests they would like
in a little brother-sister are also
noted. The volunteer is given a
few selections, arid he chooses the
child whose' friend he will become. Rolph plans to renovate
this procedure in the immediate
future by providing more guidance, aids, and training seminars.
Volunteers are asked to make at
least a one-year commitment, and
not merely to try it out for a few
months. "We don't want to add to

Worked as Congressional aide

Holmes ends two year leave
Hope's
chief
intellectual
Republican has returned to the
campus after a two year leave of
abseilco.'
DR. JACK HOLMES, assistant
professor of political science,
spent the last two years in Colorado as former representative Don
Brozman's (Rep.) chief aide.
Holmes pointed out that this
position was not one of "passing a
Civil Service Exam, but of political patronage."
HOLMES WAS in charge of
Brotzman's Denver office and
staff. Holmes stated, "Most people would tend to believe that
since I was in Colorado I would
see very little of Brotzman. However, I saw much more of him
than anyone including his staff in
Washington."
This was due to the fact that
while in Washington Brotzman
was going to meetings, hearings,
etc., but while in Colorado he was
with Holmes constantly while
traveling to visit his constituency.

PRINCE'S
Restaurant
PIZZA AND
DELI
SANDWICHES

MOST OF Holmes' timfe was nothing but help him teach and
spent in preparing Brotzman's consequently give his ^students a
schedule while in Colorado. Also, better grasp on reality.
Holmes represented Brotzman at
WHEN ASKED about the efbanquets and most importantly, feet of Watergate on the Republihandled
Brotzman's
consti- can Party, Holmes responded,
tuency's problems.
"I'm a committed Republican
Handling the voters' problems committed to the Republican
was certainly one of th^ most Party's principles, and I believe
rewarding experiences of Holmes' that one immoral man should not
two years in the realm. "One necessarily make people believe
cannot play, party politics. People that Republican principles are
are people-they need help and wrong."
realistically speaking, in order for
He believes that the system is
Brotzman to be re-elected he must slow, yet one must work within
help and therefore his staff must the existing democratic system.
be sensitive to the needs of the "Democracy is slow and we know
people."
it is not perfect, yet it is at least
IN ANY given day anything the best that we know.
could
happen, according to
He showed concern that the
Holmes. He found that it is best Congress is basically a largely conto be a generalist and try to get a trolled one-party body. He congrip on a little of everything.
tends that "balance" is one of the
He especially found that, "Not
essential elements in our system
everyone was as interested in for- of government.
eign policy as myself." He said he . WHEN ASKED if he desired a
had to learn to bear in mind the political career he answered,
interests of the economists, the "Politics is in my blood," yet, he
conservationists, and other special said the world of teaching stuinterest groups.
dents and the world of "big ideas"
Most of his contacts with other is his first desire.
staff personnel and other contacts
He Anjoys working with abwere basically, he said, from the stracts and he feels that his worklegal profession. He felt that this ing in the world of more concretes
experience for a man of the aca- has enhanced his understanding of
demic world and theory could do the abstracts.
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Pitcher of POP
Make Your Own
SALAD
TRY PRINCE'S:
Kosher Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
1/4-lb. Hot Dogs
...and many other
GOOD THINGS!
174 RIVER AVE.
PHONE AHEAD
FOR TAKE-OUT
OR DELIVERY
Special Delivery Price
Hope Students!

3964193

classes, art and craft supplies and
other facilities will be available in
the center for the volunteers and
their little brothere-sisters.
Marty Sosa administrates and
coordinates the program, training
volunteers, talking to families and
doing follow-up service. Mrs. William Hillegonds also works with
the volunteers and does case
work. Bobbi Aardema, Rita Henrickson. Penny Ford and Julia
Seaman, all Hope students, are
involved in the agency's case-work
and administration.
FORMERLY FUNDED by
Hope, the city of Holland and
private donations. Higher Horizons was transferred to the Child
and Family Services of Michigan
in August 1973. It now receives
most of its financial support from
the United Way. Money is also
made available by the city of Holland and private donors, while
Hope provides the office space.
Higher Horitons, said Rolph, is
a "three-pronged benefit. It aids
the big brothers and sisters, giving
them the satisfaction of having
helped someone in need; it aids
their young friends in many valuable ways; and it enriches the
community as a whole" Volunteers are desperately needed.

Dr. Mackal to lecture
on Loch Ness Monster
Enormous, strange, aquatic animals have been reported for centuries. Are they surviving members of prehistoric species long
thought extinct or do they represent something new to science?
Unexplained phenomena in Loch
Ness, reported as early as the 6th
century, have captured the bulk
of world interest in unknown
creatures of the deep.
/;
In 1962 The Loch Ness Phenomena
Investigation
Bureau
Limited was founded by a group
of men of diverse backgrounds
who wished to place the investigation of the Loch Ness "monster"
on a firm scientific basis. In 1965,
Roy Mackal, associate professor

of biochemistry. The University
of Chicago, became head of the
scientific portion of the research
team.
The solution to the mystery at
Loch Ness is elusive, despite
numerous theories, and the search
for the Loch Ness "monster" continues. Mackal will share some of
the findings in the investigation
through the use of slides and fascinating film.
He will speak on "Sea Serpents
and the Loch Ness Monster" at 8
p.m. on Tuesday in the De Witt
Cultural Center Main Theater. The
lecture is part of the CAC Speakers Series and is open to the public free of charge.

Every Wednesday...

EUROPE
BOUND
IN 75?

JUST $4.50

that long list of disappointments,"
said Rolph.
TWO TO FIVE HOURS a week
is " t h e minimum rule of thumb"
for time spent with a little
brother-sister. It shouldn't be difficult to find time for a movie, a
Saga meal (which the agency pays
for), a game or just a talk with a
friend. A big brother-sister can
even get by without spending any
money for the program.
Higher Horizons has a car for
transportation and its walls are
lined with games, model car kits,
paints, modelling clay and craft
kits. About once a month all the
big and little brothers-sisters have
a gathering: last year they had a
Halloween party, went Christmas
carolling, and helped make Christmas decorations at a retirement
home.
NEXT WEEK the operationwill be moved into the house
across from the tennis courts on
the comer of 13th Street and
Columbia Avenue. The move was
effected with the help of Associate Dean of Students Michael
Gerrie, Chaplain Bill Hillegonds,
and Robert DeYoung, vice president for student affairs. It will
give Higher Horizons space which
is desperately needed for the active expansion being planned by
Rolph. Cooking and
sewing

AND NOW....
CONTINUED ON FRIDAY IS THE
.ORIGINAL...

wouldn't you rather come with us?
Last year over 200,000 students summered in Europe, • And the
travelwlse flew on charters because it costs about HALF1
This year a 3 - 6 week ticket to London is $512,; 2 - 3
weeker $597. And its $767. for over six weeks from New
York* (That*s what the airlines say now. Last year there
were two unforcast increases!)
Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can just about
have your choice of dates for 4 # 5, *>$ 1% 8, 9, 10 week duration during the summer. And all you have to do to qualify
is reserve your seat now by sending $100, deposit, pluj $10#
registration fee. Under recently new U, S. Government regulations we must submit all flight participants names and
full oayment sixty days before each flight. If you take the
June 21- August 19 flight to London for example, deposit reserves your seat and April 15' you send the $199. balance.
Just one price for all flights whether you pick a weekend
departure ($15. extra-on the regular fare airlines) or peak
season surcharge date.
So-send for our complete schedule, or to be sure of .your reservation now, mail your deposit for one of our 3 to 5 weekly
departures from June through September, Just specify the week
you want to travel and for how long. You will receive your
exact'date confirmation and receipt by return mail. All our
flights are via fully certificated, U,
Government standard
Jet and all first class service. Prom London there are many
student flights to all oarts of the Continent, frequent departures and many at 2/3 off the regular fa^e.

—
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Lubbers Hall opening
echoes through campus

4

The move into the newly remodeled Lubbers Hall housing the
social sciences and humanities was
greeted with mixed reactions from
students and faculty members
using the facility.
Although the building, renovated at a cost of $360,000, is
generally. regarded as an improvement over the former facilities inVan Raalte Hall, some concern
has been expressed over the quality of the acoustics in the mtyor
classrooms of the building.

SAC plans
three events
»1

Student Activities Committee
is sponsoring a concert, dance and
movie this weekend.
Friday night a concert with
Bob Hedstrom and Lake Underwood will be held in the Kletz.
Shows will be held at 9:00 and
10:30 p.m., featuring traditional
folk music.
Tex and Friends will be the
attraction - at a dance Saturday
night from 10:00 to 1:00 pjm.
The dance will be held in the
DeWitt Cultural Center ballroom,
and admission is $.50.
The
SAC movie this week is
,
Friday at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., and
Saturday at 8:00 and 10:30 p.m.
Admission is one dollar and the
movie will be shown in the DCC
theater. -

"It's iust like an echo chamber
in there," was many students' reaction to one of the large lecture
halls in the building. The walls
and ceilings of many of the classrooms are constructed of solid
concrete and absorb no sound.
The anchor questioned several
faculty members concerning their
opinipns of the new building, but
all declined comment.
Although the facilities are almost identical to the ones used by
the science department for many
years, Superintendent of Buildings
and Grounds Rich Hansen, says
that few . complaints have beenreceived until recently. "It seems
they've just noticed the problems
n o w " he stated.
Hansen also noted that some
things are yet to be completed in
the building. There are still classroom tables and new desks to.
replace the old ones currently "i,.-* i;l.^ ^

being used. As for major structural revisions, however, the 1
budget has been exhausted, Hansen said.
"They're not all the ideal classrooms. We've done everything in
the building that the budget allows. In fact we've even dipped
into the maintenance budget," he
said.
Barry Werkman, business manager and director of campus Planning, added a positive note to the
Lubbers Hall situation by indieating that he had heard the complaints and was looking into them.
"We are now in the process of
getting estimates for acousticaltype, drop ceilings. Hopefully,
this would alleviate the problem "

,,
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Nets $3,822

Xmas Tree Fund passes goal

A short dedication service for
to World Vision, and $1,050 to
MULDER CONTINUED, "This
the money collected in Hope's
CROP. The gifts were collected year's drive was a two-way operafifth annual Christmas tree drive
from college living units, as well as tion. The primary purpose was to
— held in front of
v,. Chaplain
was
from offerings at three Sunday help meet the needs of some
William Hillegond's home Decern- services. The sum is the greatest
people who were in a critical
ber 15.
ever raised, nearly doubling the situation. But the other was to try
THE DRIVE, sponsored yearly
previous high of $ 1,900.
and encourage the Hope commuby the Ministry of Christ's People,
This year's drive differed from nity to really understand what is
and co-chaired this year by Jan
previous years' in that no raffles meant by unconditional giving."
Weitz and Tim Mulder, is an all-/ or other "gimmicks" were used,
Mulder was pleased with the
campus effort to raise money for Mulder explained, "There is a results and with the attention
a specified cause.
possibility that at times people given to the drive. He concluded,
Two years ago, the fund pur- were really giving for the raffles "I think it was a good experience
chased a Volkswagen van for a rather than out of concern."
for the community."
B'antu minister in South Africa,
who needed it to travel between
villages. Last year, an artificial
limb was purchased for a Vietnamese child.
Wilson.
THIS YEAR the money was
The exhibit is composed of
directed towards famine relief- -W
works
the
Tay" ^ A &from
XVJV
V /historic
A A V / John
VS A111
1 C* JR
throu h W o
continued from page 1
^
lor Arms collection of some 5,000
S
^ Vision and CROP
Anderson
went
on
to
print works by Bracquemond and ^ o M Vision, a non-profit, non- Anderson did say that, "We build that the college is no where near
many other artists given to Woos- c ' e n o m i n a t i o n a l Christian organimore aid into our budget as costs approaching that point, and at
ter College of Ohio in 1967 by ?? t i ( ? n ' a n d C R 0 P ' a f a c e t o f t h e
go up. For example, if tuition this time he knows of very little
Ward and Miriam Canaday of ^ o r l d C o u n c i l of Churches, both
goes
up eight percent, aid will go " f a t " on the budget. There is
a i m t 0 deal witl1 ttie
Toledo.
' .
total famine
up
eight
percent. This applies only constantly a cost/benefit analysis
"Of necessity the show is a d i l e i n n } a ,
to the aid that Hope supplies, going on to help keep priorities in
fca h
distillation of the much greater
P P r 0 v l d e s long-term tech- however, not the aid coming from line and costs down,
1
quantity of Bracquemond's work n 0 , 0 f l c a l education and recom- the government."
THIS IS the first time that
at his disposal. Yet for that it m e n d s governmental legislation,
Since
aid
continues
to
be
based
such
a cost proposal has beenmakes its point and Bracquemond a l o J n g ^
P ^ i n g foodstuffs on financial need it is hoped that made public to the students and
will not again go unnoticed by
A^TAISU
the student enrollment will not faculty before being voted on by
anyone who has seen his work in
,.
53,822 was raised suffer as a result of higher costs, the Board of Trustees, Anderson
thls year
.this show," said Wilson.
' $2'722 of which went
he said.
„
. Said
STUDENT ENROLLMENT is.
He stated that he would like
in fact, one of the most important
these figures to be known by the
variables in cost determination for college community so that if there
Hope, Anderson explained. If en- are any questions concerning
rollment remains at the status quo them he can try to answer them,
or increases, there should be no While he is pleased that the inproblem.
crease has been kept to eight
At this time, it is projected percent he also realizes that at this
that even if student enrollment
time any increase seems like a lot,
were to go up by as many as 100 and therefore welcomes questions
students there would be no need on the increase.
to hire additional faculty. That
type of addition would create an
income surplus similar to the one
realized by the college this year
when the freshman class was
larger than had been anticipated.
THE BENEFITS of such a
Students who took courses
situation are evident, but what pass-fail last semester were surwould be the consequences if the prised to find letter grades on the
opposite were to occur? "We hope grade reports for last semester,
that enrollment will be up, and I Hope Registrar Jon Huisken said
really don't foresee a idrop in the of the mix-up, "We^re processing
level we are. maintaining at this things differently now and a protime,' Anderson responded.
gramming error caused the pass• "However," he said,^Thete is al- fail grades to be omitted." One
ways that possibility, ind we have hundred students were affected
to plan ahead to be prepared for . by the error and.some were surone. Right now we are working on prised by a low grade. The error
a contingency plan tp determine has been rectified, Huisken said,
what we would dd if such a and corrected grades were sent to
situftion would arise.''
students January 14.
"THE FIRST things to gd
The^ difference in processing.
would have to be the services: the Huisken explained, is that instead
clinic, the counselling center, of faculty filling out IBM grade
etc." He continued, "Each area of cards, the grades are turned into
the college would be asked to the Records Office and fed into a
operate on a reduced number of computer terminal.
personnel. The last areas for cuts
t h e computer terminal will be
would be in instruction, because used more in the future, Huisken
that, after all, is our primary said. Drop-ads and data updates
purpose.
are being processed on it now.

Bracquemond etchings
featured in art gallery
The art gallery in the DeWitt
Cultural Center is featuring the
works of Felix Bracquemond,
19th century master-etcher, from
January 9-2$.
The word "process" in the title
of the show "Felix Bracguemond
and the Etching Process'1* is emphatic, inasmuch as the show
demonstrates the mental process
that a printmaker undergoes as he
changes a plate from one state to
another pursuant to its final form,
and later cancellation when the
plate has broken down and the
quality of the impression suffers,
according to art historian John

i

,
" echo chamber was the description many studenu gave of rooms such as this one in the
ne
wly-renovated Lubbers Hall.

Inflation means tuition,
fees to go up in 75-76

The PantGallery
12 W. 8TH ST.
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We cannot yet adequately judge
the weakness of the renovation of
the old science building now designated as Lubbers Hall. There does
appear to be a concern by certain
administrators t o improve the facility when funds become available.

And of course, we cannot ask for
a perfect renovation. Money and the
physical limitations of the building
itself are the obvious answers to
those who question the renovation.
However we are concerned with the
fact that when several faculty members were approached by an anchor
reporter they stated that they de-.
sired not to be quoted on their
opinions of the new building.

More than several professors commented in their introductory lectures
on the manner in which sound is
carried through the rooms. They felt
comfortable in their comments to
1
their classes yet desired anonymity
on their opinions. Anonymity from
whom? Certainly not the students
since they already had voiced their
opinions to them. And really what
can students do to professors?

Possibly peer pressure that certainly is more plausible than a fear of
student reprisals. Perhaps their fel-

low faculty members were grateful
for anything and felt that complaints
would not be taken kindly by the
administration.
Hence, any negative printed word
about Lubbers could be taken as a
show of ingratitude and consequently the possibility of less f u n d s
for the humanities could occur.
Merely a possibility?

We question the term "commun i t y " when a member cannot even
comment without fearing a possibility of reprisal. Even if no reprisal
came, the member had a fear of its
coming. How can any " c o m m u n i t y "
exist in such a manner, especially a
community dedicated to the ideals
of education, a community based on
the exchange of ideas?
If a faculty member cannot express his views on the structure Of a
physical building how can he express
his true ideas in his lectures?
Are we confronted then with the
reality-of an economic censorship
from the administration upon our
faculty? Perhaps this is a naive question.

Slater promotes missions
plays in the DeWitt Cultural
Center ballroom from 6-9 p.m.
Monday night. Dick Tunmont will
be closing the program when he
speaks in Wichers Auditorium
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m.
Jesus Christ said, "The harvest
truly is plenteous, but the laborers
are few: Pray ye therefore the
Lord of the harvest that he will
send forth laborers into his harvest."
I want to encourage every
Christian at Hope to use this
opportunity to see what needs to
be done in God's world and see if
they might not become one of His
laborers.
Dwight Slater

Thank Hopeites
• Sunday morning R. A. Brower,
a leading missions statesman of
the RCA, will be starting off the
three day program with a service
in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Sunday evening and Monday
afternoon, films, illustrating missionary work • today, will be
shown.
Of particular interest should be
the opportunity to speak with
representatives of 11 Christian
organizations at the booth dis-

OS

Peer pressure alone from fellow
faculty could not cause this silence
from our professors. As noted above,
it is t h e administration that actually
has the ability and power to affect
the funding of the humanities. Not
the students, or the faculty. Perhaps
too, certain members of the faculty
fear that any harmful disturbance
they cause could affect their, tenure.
Of course, this is a natural feeling.

Letters

What is a Christian's responsibility to the world in which we
live? What are the needs of the
world and how can the church
meet them? How can we as Hope
students become involved? These
are hard questions for Hope Christians but are worthy of consideration.
A small committee of students
has been preparing a series of
programs which will be held January 19-21 to help each Hope
student honestly confront these
questions intellectually and spiritually.

©

This Christmas season's drive for famine
relief raised $3,822, making it the most
successful Christmas Drive in Hope's history. We would like to take this opportunity to thank each of you for the contributions of time, money, and effort which you
gave of yourself.
Hopefully the Drive was beneficial in
two ways: as you responded to the needs
of the people in famine areas, and as you
explored your own reasons for giving. Once
again, thank you.

Jan Weitz
Tim Mulder

sunt IbwidtemM
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Saber rattling
WASHINGTON-There is a certain
amount of saber rattling going on in
Washington. Henry Kissinger in a Business
Week interview did not rule out the use of
force against oil-producing nations if they
stfangled the West. It is one thing to make
such threats but another to carry them out.
THE MAJOR PROBLEM for the United
States seems to be that, in order to pay for
foreign oil, we've been exporting all sorts
of military equipment to the very countries
that we're saber rattling apinst.
There must be some wild meetings going
on at the Pentagon these days.
AN ASSISTANT SECRETARY for defense says, "I'm happy to report that we've
sold $5 billion worth of F-14 jets to Iran."
An Air Force general says, "But we
were promised the next batch of F-14
jets."
"I'M SORRY," the assistant secretary
of defense replies, "but we need the money
from Iran so we can go into production on
our new T-65 tanks which we've sold to
Saudi Arabia."
An Army general says, "What are we
doing selling T-65 tanks to Saudi Arabia
when our own armored units have been
stripped bare to supply Israel?"
"CAN YOU PAY CASH for the tanks?"
the assistant secretary- asks.
"You know I can't," the Army general
says.
"WELL SAUDI ARABIA can. And if
we're going to have a strong defense
posture, we can't afford to just give away
our tanks to the U.S. Army."
"Mr. Secretary, is there any word about
my nuclear aircraft carrier?" an admiral
asks.
"I HAVE good news for you on that.
You get the second one we're going to
build."

"The second one? Who gets the first
one?"
"Kuwait."
"Why is Kuwait getting a nuclear carrier
before the U.S. Navy?"
"BECAUSE WE couldn't afford to build
it unless we sold a carrier to them. You see
they're financing us on it and it's only fair
they get the prototype."
"Damn it," the admiral says. "What
happens if the balloon goes u p - a n d
Kuwait has a nuclear carrier and we're still
waiting for ours?"
"WE'LL JUST borrow some submarines
from Libya," the assistant secretary says.
"This is ridiculous," the Air Force
general says. "Everything we make we sell
to our potential enemies."
"WELL IT isn't my fault," the assistant
secretary replies peevishly. "Military equipment costs money, and the only ones who
seem to have any are the oil-producing
countries. We can't afford to finance our
defense unless they share in the cost of our
new arms."
/ , "Does this mean I'm not going to get
any new helicopters?" the commandant of
the Marine Corps asks.
"THAT DECISION hasn't been made
yet. We did promise the Sheik of Abu
Dhabi he'd get first crack at buying our
helicopters. But he's now expressed an
interested in antiaircraft missiles since
we've sold the F-14s to Iran. If he doesn't
want the helicopters, general, you can have
them."
"Thank God he doesn't want antitank
guns," the Army general says.
"HE DOESN'T," the assistant secretary
says, "but Qatar does."
"What the heU for?"
"To knock out the tanks we sold to
Saudi Arabia."
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Yes is still alive and well with Relayer? Maybe
by Bill DeBlock
When is a yes, a no? How
about this o n e . . . when does yes
mean maybe? The "Yes" in question is the world reknown rock
band from England and their
latest album Relayer is t h e " n o "
or "maybe."
YES HAS BEEN around as a
band since the late 60s when they
inconspicuously appeared on the
music scene around the same time
the Led Zeppelin debut. The
Zepplin landed and Yes still
stayed aloft, so to speak, as f a r as
audiences were concerned.
This early Yes band made two
albums that abounded with pleasant pop music, crisp, clear vocals,
virtuoso guitar by then lead guitarist Peter Banks, and on the
second (Time and A Word) a
beautiful but over-used orchestra.
Five has always been the force of
Yes and this early grouping provided the nucleus of Bill Bruford
on drums, Tony Kaye on organ, •
Chris Squire on bass, Peter Banks
on guitar and Jon Anderson singr
ing.
1970 SAW PETER Banks depart his co-horts to front a new
band called FLASH, that let him
expand on his guitar technique in
a way that Yes did not care to go.
The album to come out with the
new guitarist, Steve Howe, was
The Yes Album, and it showed a
different emphasis musically than
did the first two. Banks* guitar
was missed but with his "egotripping" on the instrument gone,
what was left was a clear, refreshing sound.
"With Jon Anderson singing the
band on, the Yes men had a Top
20 single, "Your Move," and an
album that finally garnered them
an audience. This third album is
considered by most people as Yes'
first album and it may well be
that because it showed a progression from "pop-trivia land" into
the reaches of an expanding rock
audience.
OF THE ORIGINAL members

of Yes, Tony Kaye was the next by a drummer named Alan White.'
to leave. Kaye played piano and
Why the distinction between perorgan nicely but what the band < cussion and drumming? Gone
needed was a moog synthesizer were the imagination, bells, gongs,
and mellotron man. Kaye formed
and
experimental nature of
Badger, a band suited more to his Bruford and replacing them was
keyboard talents and Yes added
the competent, but only time
Rick Wakeman.
keeping rock drumming of White.
The keyboard whiz that he is, The album itself broke new
Wakeman cut his "rock" teeth
ground as far as "live" music was
with the Strawbs, a traditional
concerned but nowhere else.
English folk band that was explorTales
from
Topographic
ing rock. At the time Jon Ander- Oceans was the next album from
son and Yes adopted the keyYes and it seemed to signal imboard genius, Wakeman was just . pending disaster for the band. The
finishing up a brief stint with a two record set was written by the
young man named Bowie and his
Anderson/Howe team again, but
Spiders Band.
Wakeman was the only driver,
RICK WAKEMAN fit so well musically, behind this album. He
into Yes that after his first appear- was definitely not happy with the
ance on the Fragile album, he shabby framework that his cobecame synonymous with the horts had provided for his talents,
band. Fragile unleashed commer- and he left in early 1974 in a
cial success on the band with the huff. Wakeman continued on with
big selling single "Roundabout" solo work and is now recognized
and their first gold album.
as himself, and not just the flash
CLOSE TO THE EDGE was of Yes, after his two very interestthe next Yes venture. The album ing solo works Six Wives of Henry
VIII and Journey to the Center of
took on a concept nature and
conjured yip visions of the future the Earth.
YES AUDITIONED and obthrough music and lyrics. The
album contained three long songs tained the services of a new keythat even though written by Jon board wizard named Patrick
Anderson
and
Steve Howe, Moraz in mid-summer 1974 and
seemed guided by Wakeman's the band began work on this first
space age keyboard wizardry and "post-Wakeman album" eventualby Bill Bruford's use of percussion ly named Relayer which brings us
to influence melody and not just up to date.
Did Yes advance as it had in
keep time. Close to the Edge again
the
past under Wakeman? Do they
amazed the Yes fans and the band
still
sound like the Yes we all
had broken new musical and lyriknow and love? Rest assured, Vircal ground.
• Retracing their past in grand ginia, just like Santa, there is still
style. Yes produced a live account a Yes, and it does not seem to
of their U.S. Tour of 1973 in a miss the talents of Wakeman as
three album, live package called some had predicted. Yes, if not
• Yessongs. The thick album traced taking a giant step musically with
their past from the Yes album Relayer, has at least sputtered
onward and allowed the band into some new musical realms.
RELAYER,
is not the strongmembers more room to spread
est
music
that
the
band has come
out their talents within song
frames that they had already es- up with, but it provides a more
than adequate base for the taltablished.
THE ALBUM AT first glance ented five to show their wares.
or hearing was superb but closer The two sides are broken into
looking revealed that Bruford, the three long works as in Close to the
percussionist had been replaced Edge, b u t - t h e songs are not as
tightly controlled or edited as this
previous album.
The focus musically seems to
have moved from what was once
only a keyboard man's world, that
of moods and leadership. Steve
Howe leads the band with his
mastery of t h e ' guitar strings
through passages that seem writbe captured by Doug Iron's hauntten for moog or mellotron. He
ing image of a runner frozen at
sets the moods that Wakeman
the point of victory.
used to and now it seems that the
Sue Van Dis' heightened^ones keyboards follow, instead of vicedisrupt our traditional associaversa.
tions, and jar us into an intense
SIDE ONE IS the long piece on
relationship with the familiar ob- the album (19:13). It moves
jects of a tin can and three red smoothly through transitions from
apples. It is on this level of con- loud to delicate and back again, a
frontation that response, both Yes trademark, but the difference
overt and subtle, can be evoked. is that some of the sweetness in
Pat Vander Werfs self-portrait Anderson's voice has gone harsh,
also exemplifies several students' and the transitions are led by
ability to command techniques Howe's guitar and not the keynecessary for visual communicaboards.
tion with the audience. The juxtaThe middle section of the piece
position of incongruous subjects
is
masterful. It is as mellow as
and stark lighting combine v to
good scotch and as finitely and
create an unsettling viewing
precisely controlled as only
experience. It is art that does not
Anderson's voice and Moraz's
want to be ignored, and indeed
light accompaniment could make
should not be.
it. Its probing lyrics asks us to
Art is an experience, both for
"Listen," and the beauty of this
you and the artist.
small segment attracts the ears.

VanZoeren display:
worthwhile viewing
The following review is written
by Mark and Carol Cook.
Student art, like student recitals, poetry readings, and drama,
removes art from the artist's private workshop, exposing it to
critical audience response.
It is a necessary step in the
growth, process, and should be
viewed as such rather than as the
finalization of a master's technique.
While varied in content as well
as craft, this sample of student
fare contains the essential communication which is basic to a
valid art experience. To experience this art show is to be struck
by the bold assertion of primary
colors in the red, yellow and blue
piece. To be puzzled at the ambiguous lines and illusive color formations of Willis Bryan III, and to

THE MUSIC MOVES into *
hew mood set by Howe, that
being "controlled chaos." Moraz
and his electronics duel with
Howe and his strings over a pulsing base set by Squire's bass and
White's drumming. This section
has the feel of crash and thunder
that marked Keith Emerson (of
ELP) and his first band's electrical
antics or that of King Crimson at
their loosest. Chaos in that it
seems directionless, controlled because it can jump into melody at
any time..
Howe pulls from this electric
barrage J n t o the soft "airiness" of
Yes for the close of the side, with
Anderson singing his heart out
with new-found sweetness.
SIDE TWO OPENS with
"Soundchaser," a piece that if
edited further, rings like the likeable "Roundabout" did on the
Fragile album. The problem is
that in his album form it seems
too imaginative for White's static
drumming and not meaty enough
as a nine minute song to be
salvaged by Moraz's electronic display of talents or Howe's guitar
work.
The song in this form becomes
overburdened with Howe's guitar
that runs from rough to smooth
slide. The song does not need
Howe's ego tripping, or its long
time, but its potential is still
there.
ANDERSON SOFTLY sings in
the last mood about "finding a
sound," and his voice is almost
enough to make one forget the
previous electric barrage. The
voice is crisp and clear and refreshing.
Howe determines that the song
is not over, and mercilessly beats
his guitar through a rhythm and
blues based mood that ends with
Anderson grunting and groaning
his way through a "cha, cha,
chant" to end "Soundchaser."
TO SAY THAT Yes was chas-

Michigan honor band
to perform Jan. 25th
Hope will host the annual concert of the Michigan Colleges
Honor Band Saturday, Jan. 25 beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the main
theater of the DeWitt Cultural
Center.
THE 84 piece band will be
composed of
students from
Albion, Alma, Aquinas, Calvin,
Grand Valley, Hope, Olivet and
Spring Arbor colleges.
The Honors Band represents a
select group o f outstanding student musicians from each participating college.
Guest conductor will be Dr.
William Revelli, Director Emeritus
of the University of Michigan
Bands.
REVELLI served as director of
the University of Michigan bands
and chairman of the university's
wind instrument department from
1935-71. Under his leadership
University of Michigan bands
gained international recognition.
He is presently serving as vice
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president of the National Band
Association and editor of "Music
World."
The program will include
March Hongroise from the Damnation of Faust by Berlioz-Smith,
excerpts from Symphony No. 3
Finale by Mahler-Reynolds, Symphony No. 6 for Band by Vincent
Persichetti, the medley Gershwin
by Robert Russell Bennett and
Pride of the Wolverines by Sousa.
DIRECTORS OF the participating bands are: Patrick Pugh,
Albion; Jack Bowman, Alma;
Bruce Early, Aquinas; John Wont,
Calvin; Dan Kovats, Grand Valley;
Robert Cecil, Hope; David Mc
Coy, Olivet: and Kennet^i Baughman, Spring Arbor.
Participants from Hope will include Melissa Gutwein, Phyllis
Hager, Dawn Ingall, Laura McMidlin, Linda Pyle, Michael
Atchley, Paul Van Schouwen, Jan
Laman, Robert Ambrose, and
GregWortley.
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ing a sound would be very complimentary, but to say that they had
captured that sound would be
incorrect. Too many times Moraz
and Howe electronically dueled
and let the sound get away !
"To Be Over" ends side two
but sounds like what the Yes men
are capable of. Delicate, sweet
vocals abound from Anderson, and
Howe is crisp with his playing of
his many stringed instruments.
Moraz shows his capabilities by
filling the backdrops nicely. He
paints the landscape of the song.
Squire puts the pulse into the
song on his bass and even Alan
White contributes nicely to the
peaceful and intense moods with
his drumming skills.
THE SONG PARALLELS the
best of Close to the Edge, with its
distinctive and familiar vocals, its.
probing lyrics, and its pleasing and
crisply defined music. This song
will definitely become a Yes standard.
With the album complete, what
can be said except MAYBE? Relayer is not as clearly defined as
previous Yes albums have been
but part of this may be because
first, Moraz has not settled himself completely into his new
musical surrounding. Also Steve
Howe has not adjusted himself
into a leadership role ,yet or is
waiting for Moraz to mature into
that role.
RELAYER
is at times wreckless, meandering and at other
times pure musical genius. Yes, in
the past, has not been a band to
put out "spotty" a l b u m s . . . some
spots good, some spots bad, and
Relayer is definitely "spotty."
To some, Relayer will.be a
definite disappointment and an
instant NO, instead of a YES.
To me, I'd rather say MAYBE,
and hope that it is the forerunner
of better things to come when the
YES house is put into better order
and they all settle into their roles.
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CIA's domestic spying: Another well known secret
The following anchor essay is Press Institute concluded that it CIA willingly gave CIA alumnus
was the U.S. press, not public E. Howard Hunt bogus identificawritten by junior Gene Sutton.
opinion, which "showed the tion papers, a wig and other
world that the United States is a equipment for the White House
Three weeks ago when Seydemocracy conscious of its values "plumbers". It was this Plumbers
mour Hersh published in the New
and ready to defend them."
Group which spied on anti-war
York Times his dramatic story on
Just as we knew the "truth" activist Daniel Ellsberg's psychiathe Central Intelligence Agency's
about Watergate long before the trist.
domestic snooping, Time magapress galloped in to reveal it to us,
THE TRUTH IS that Amerizine hailed him as "an almost
we know, and indeed always cans have fallen in love with spyunrivaled master of the governknew, that spying is part and ing on each other, but in this open
mental expose." Over the past six
parcel of the American way of democratic society it is a well
years Hersh's revelations have-inlife. From Nathan Hale to U-2 known secret. Given the right
cluded the Vietnamese war massaaircraft intelligence missions we conditions, I have no trouble becre at My Lai, Secretary of State
have used several means and orga- lieving that General Motors spies
Henry Kissinger's wiretapping of
nizations to engage in espionage, on Ford, that Anacin spies on
his aides, Nixon's secret bombing
and in appreciating its successes Exedrin, or that the Pittsburgh
of Cambodia, the Pentagon's spyabroad we did not hesitate to
Steelers planted a water boy in
ing on Kissinger's documents and
import
those
techniques
home.
the
locker room of the Minnesota
the CIA's involvement in Chilean
Thus Kissinger spies on his assis- Vikings. A few years ago when I
President Allende's downfall.
tants, the Pentagon spies on Kis- had a job cooking Kentucky Fried
CERTAINLY MR. HERSH'S
singer, CREEP spies on Demo- Chicken, my company insisted
journalistic forays should - be
crats, and, apparently, the CIA that McDonald's - went to great
praised. What is not commendaspies
on us. Charies Colson, lengths to spread the rumor that a
tory, however, is the fact that
former
special counsel to the Pres- rat was served as chicken in one of
Americans need journalistic proof
ident, made the astounding claim Gino's stores. Later, when I
of scandalous activity to "expose"
last year that the CIA spied on switched to McDonald's, my manthat which we already know. Informer President Nixon so well ager would think nothing of
vestigative reporting, it seems, is
that he was at their mercy with
actually sending someone to spy
nothing more than digging up the
their
guns
always
at
his
back.
The
on
the Burger Chef located down
facts of well known secrets, and
tragedy
is
that
no
matter
how
the street. It was as American as
that is exactly what we pay the Sy
Hershes, the Jack Andersons, the
much we Americans would like to Hot Apple Pie.
The fact that the United States
disbelieve Colson's testimony, we
Woodwards and the Bemsteins to
cannot totally do so because we government spies on us should
do.
On June 7, 1972, five men who
know too much about the Ameri- come as no surprise-it is one of
the FBI's legal functions. That the
can way.
were connected with the Republican Committee to Re-elect the
THE FORMER PRESIDENT CIA spies on us illegally should
wasn't just a victim of domestic come as no surprise either, for
President were caught snooping in
spying, however, for he had his there have been times when tjhe
the Democratic National Commitown plans for super-snooping. In FBI wouldn't do it, which left our
tee's headquarters. The immediate
1970 the Nixon Administration back doors to the CIA unlocked.
response of the American public
became preoccupied with comwas almost predictable: underBY LAW, THE CIA only hanbatting left-wing protesters. Nixon
standing the "dirty" nature of
dles
matters involving foreign
briefly endorsed the program
politics, we knew that incidents
intelligence;
if for some reason the
drawn up by his aide, Tom
like Watergate were commonplace
case
should
require
some domestic
Charles Huston, for break-ins,
in the political arena. We also
electronic
eavesdropping
and scrutiny, such as Representative
knew that higher-ups had to order
other forms of espionage to keep Cornelius Gallagher's (Dem.-N.J.)
those men to burglarize the
tab on Viet Nam War opponents contacts with officials of the
Democrats, and that the Commitand
other
radicals.
Former Dominican Republic, then the
tee to Re-elect the President was a
Federal Bureau of Investigation FBI assumes the job. But handing
tight-knit organization that was
director J. Edgar Hoover refused such cases over to the FBI became
largely run from the White House.
to cooperate with the plan but
YET IT WASN'T until the
presidential aides-with or withWashington Post "exposed" this
apparent corruption in high places
out Nixon's consent-are thought
that we became flabbergasted at
to have persuaded the CIA, or at
the governmental misbehavior.
least some members of the
One of the joys of life is new
Thus, in reference to Watergate, a
agency, to go ahead with it.
beginnings. This is certainly true
recent survey by the International
That may well explain why the of a new semester. Our fall semester was a very fine one, and we
extend our sincere thanks to all
who made it possible.
BUT STILL, it is good to have,
a new start, and I trust that for
each student, faculty member,
and staff member this will be a
most rewarding semester. We extend a special welcome to all the
Dr. Joan Mueller, professor of
interpreting
early
American
new students who have joined us
English, has been selected a Feldiaries, letters, and other docuthis semester.
low of the National Humanities
ments.
An event of special significance
Institute for 1975-76.
Mueller is presently chairman
is the campus-wide mission proMUELLER, a member of the
of the Hope College Department
gram on January 19-21. Over the
Hope faculty since 1960, is one of
of Interdisciplinary Studies. She
years, Hope alumni have had a
10 scholars selected nationwide
has organized and taught several
distinguished record of service in
for the new program of the Nainterdisciplinary courses, includmission.
tional
Endowment
for
the
ing a "Values Practicum" last
RECENTLY I met alumni
Humanities.
summer which used a 3-week field
from the class of 1916 who stated
experience in homesteading to
The Institute, located in New
that one-fourth of their graduatHaven, Conn., a i m s ' a t the imhelp students understand the
ing class went overseas as missioprovement of college teaching and
American self-sufficiency tradinaries.
tion.
has been designed to draw toThe role of the missionary and
gether scholars in a variety of
ANOTHER KIND' of experience she brings to the Institute is the concept of mission has
disciplines to study the impact of
in experimental teaching methods, changed dramatically in recent
the humanities on the quality of
life in America.
such as film-making for commu- years. But the challenge to serve is
nicating ideas, team teaching, and greater than ever.
FOCUS OF the Institute in
THE VERY fine program
1975-76 will be "American Roots;
simulation-game techniques in
which
has been planned by the
humanities. In 1967 she was
the, Old Worlds and the New."
Ministry of Christ's People will
Mueller's area of study within the
awarded a Great Lakes Colleges
provide an excellent opportunity
basic theme will be "The Roots of
association grant for film-making.
for all of us to catch the current
Anxiety and Dissonance in Early
1 The U.S. Department of Labor
vision of mission, and to think
American Values."
gave her a grant in 1968 for a
through the purpose we have for
She sees as a major problem in
summer teaching program in race
our lives.
>
society today the loss of belief in
reflations, and a grant in 1969 for
Many have asked about the
the individual's power to change
values research. In 1966-67, Muelstatus
of our efforts to raise funds
his or her own life, let alone doing
ler taught the first Community
for
the
new Physical Education
anything about the world around
Seminars for Women in Holland,
Building. At present, we have gifts
him. Her research next year will
under a grant from the Padnos
and pledges in the amount of
explore how the conditions of
Foundation.
$600,000. The total needed is
colonial and frontier life may alA Phi Beta Kappa graduate
$3,200,000.
ready have begun to undermine
from Ohio Wesleyan University,
the sense of relationship *to God
WE HAVE just formulated a
she holds the Ph.D. from Ohio
which supported a belief in indiState University. Before coming . comprehensive plan for raising the
vidual worth and sufficiency.
to Hope she taught at Cottey funds needed for this facility. It
A UNIQUE feature of her
College, Southern Illinois Univer- involves the following comwork will be the application of
sity. Lake Forest College, ^and ponents.
modem psychological theory to
Ohio State.
Alumni
and
friends.

increasingly difficult as relations
between the two agencies deteriorated in the 1950s and 60s. On
"hundreds of occasions," one
Time source recalled. Hoover arbitrarily turned down requests for
surveillances, wiretaps and bugs.
"Screw the CIA-let them do their
own work!" Hoover reportedly
exclaimed at one point.
So the CIA set up the Domestic Operations Division and did
their own w o r k - a well known'
secret in government circles for
years. And thus they have become
the spies who came into the heat,
not because Americans abhor
domestic spying, but because the
CIA is doing it, and that is illegal.
Undoubtedly President Ford's
Blue Ribbon panel in investigating
the charges will take months to
"expose" this illegality. The panel
will give the CIA a slap on the
hand and things will go back to
normal-which means we will be
spied on by the FBI like we are
supposed to be.
WHAT DOES ALL this have to
do with students at a small midwestern liberal, arts college? It
means that if you have ever come
to Washington to protest the Viet
Nam War, if you've ever been to
certain strategic cbuntries, if
you've ever attended a meeting of
any "subversive" organization, if
you belong to the "wrong" labor
union or are a member of the
National Student Association, if
you participate in the "wrong"
international student exchanges or
conferences, or if you are majoring in a "right" foreign language
- t h e n your chances of either
being contacted by a government
agent or having your name placed
in some computer bank in Washington are increased.
Victor Marchetti, co-author of
The CIA and the Cult of Intelli-

gence, was studying Soviet culture
and history at Penn State when he
was recruited for the CIA by one
of his professors, an agency contact. Marchetti states in Penthouse, "There are (still) many
such professors, I know now." I
suspect ^hat Hope's International
Relations Club, a fine organization of which I am a member,
would be fertile ground for CIA
infiltration and recruitment of
foreign students to serve in their
own countries after graduation.
v
AS FOR MYSELF. I don't
think it would be my club memberehip which leaves me vulnerable to government surveillance,
but rather my attendance two
years ago of a meeting of the
U.S.-China Peoples Friendship
Association, which is a Marxist
organization. I didn't know of its
pro-Peking leanings at the time,
but only responded to a Washington Post announcement of a lecture on U.S.-China policy. The
meeting was full of Mao's little
red book and spirited laudations
of the Chinese Communist Revolution. I have neither attended
any more meetings nor given them
any money yet the association
still mails a monthly newsletter to
my house.
The United States government
will inevitably find out about the
anti-capitalist
literature
being
delivered to my home, as 1 am
currently undergoing a threemonth investigation to obtain a
security clearance for a summer
job at the DepartmenKof State.
This being the case, 1 suppose my
aim in writing this essay is to
expose the well known secret of
my mailings and clear the air
about the entire matter. Having
done so I can now go back to my
room, cut off the lights and enjoy
a good night's sleep.
With one eye open.

A note from the President

Humanities institute
nominates Mueller

$1,000,000; Church Campaign,
$500,000-$ 1,000,000;
Student
Campaign,
$200,000-$300,000;
Foundations,
$ 1,300,000$1,600,000; a major donor,
$1,000,000; a Special Campaign
by
Trustees,
$500,000$1,000,000.
THE STUDENT campaign will
be launched shortly. I'm happy to
report that $60,000 has already
been received (from four families)
towards this goal of $200,000 $300,000. If each student will
consider the possibilities of sup-

port from his own family, friends,
and church, I'm confident that
this aspect of the total goal can be
met.
Our Development Office staff
and the faculty members in the
Department of Physical Education
will be working very diligently on
this project in the months ahead.
We will be most grateful for
the support and involvement of
each member of the student body
in our efforts to make the new
Physical Education Center a reality.'

BEO Grants available
to eligible applicants
It is still not too late to apply
for Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, according to the U.S.
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
Freshmen and sophomores can
get between $50 and $1,050 to
help with educational expenses.
Basic Grants provide eligible students with a "floor" of financial
aid which can be used at any one
o f j over 5,000 eligible colleges,
junior colleges, vocational or technical schools, career academies, or
hospital schools of nursing. It
costs nothing to apply for Basic
Grants and they never have to be
paid back.
Students must meet three important criteria before applying
for a Basic Grant. They must be
enrolled full time at an eligible
institution of postsecondary education, a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, and be enrolled in
postsecondary school after April
1, 197Sy
Eligibility for Basic Grants is
determined by a formula which
measures financial need. This forr

mula, applied urtiformly to all
applicants, takes into account
such factors as family income and
assets, family size,- number of
family members in postsecondary
school, and social security and >
veterans' special educational benefits.
•' To apply for a Basic Grant,
students must fill out an "Application for Determination of Basic
Grant Eligibility." These applications are available from the financial aid office, or by writing
Basic Grants, Box 1842, Washington, D.C. 20028. Even if a student
hps applied for other financial aid,
he or she must fill out a separate
application for a Basic Grant.
I. Four to six weeks after submitting an application, you will
recieve a "Student Eligibility Report" which notifies you of your
eligibility. The amount of the
grant depends on financial need
and the cost of the school which
you are attending. The student
must take this report to the financial aid office to find out the
amount of the award.
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New rule to deny food
stamps to collegians
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The whole person
The following essay Is taken
from the Commencement Address
given to the class of 1974 by Dr.
David Myers. This essay Is the first
part of a two part series.
I
'

< About a month ago I was
confessing to my wife, Carol, the
inadequate job of career planning
that I think is done by the college
and my department. She asked
me, "If you knew that our sons
were to become factory workers,
would you still want them to have
a liberal arts education?" My unhesitating answer was yes. I think
yours would also be yes, for when
you entered Hope College, only
25% of you said it was important
to become well off financially
after Hope (compared to 40%
nationally). Your relatively nonmaterialistic value system is one
of the reasons many of us on the
faculty have enjoyed so much
being here with you, although it is
also a reason why Hope does not
have many wealthy alumni!
IF IT WAS NOT money you
were looking for at Hope College,
what was it? I doubt it was simple
vocational training because you
knew this is a liberal arts college.
And just as well that it was not
job training. For most of you have
changed your occupational goals
since you started college, most of
you will enter an occupation unrelated to your ultimate major, and
most of you will change careers
several times before you retire.
Furthermore, most of the hours
of your adult life will be spent
outside of your occupation.
' Given this reality, the best education for life is that which is
directed at the development of
fundamental
competencies and
person attributes. So we have
tried to educate you toward
values and concepts and abilities
that will be timeless in usefulness-that will help you in coping
and giving leadership in whatever
vocational and social situations
the unknown future might bring.
HAS HOPE in fact helped you
to develop in these fundamental
ways? Maybe you^ are like me.
You know intuitively that you
have grown and changed and matured during these four years even
though you cannot recall the factual content of much of what you
have learned.
In 1964 I sat where you sit, a
graduating chemistry major. To-day, a decade later, I would be
hard pressed to draw a benzene
ring. And yet I took something
very important away from my
four years at Whitworth College.
Someone once said that education
is what you retain after you have
forgotten what you learned. How
about you? What's going to stick
with you after you are no longer

able to solve a differential equation, or recall the political climate
of England at the time of Henry
VIII, or define the partial reinforcement effect?
I W I L L T E L L Y O U what w e of

the faculty hoped would happen.
According t o the catalog, our academic program has « sought to
develop four basic competencies
that should stick with any graduate of Hope College: The first of
these is the ability to understand,
evaluate, and communicate ideas;
the second is a broadened awareness. The thir^l competency is the
ability to engage in intensive
study, and the fourth is a sense of
the interrelatedness of knowledge,
experience, and responsibility.
I would like to focus on the
last objective- t 4 A sense of the
interrelated ness of knowledge, experience and responsibility"-for
this is really the capstone of the
first three. Spelling out this objective, the catalog goes on to state
that, "As the student becomes
increasingly aware of the interdependent aspects of human experience and knowledge, he is encouraged to develop for himself a
personal philosophy of life which
gfves meaning and wholeness to
his learning, experiencing and
valuing. In particular, he should
understand how the Christian
world-view can affect that philosophy of life."
THIS, I THINK, is the most
fundamental thing you sought
from Hope 'College. In fact, back
during those first three days on
campus, 3/4ths of you said it was
very important or essential that
you "develop a meaningful philosophy of life." I call it a quest for a
sense of wholeness-a
sense of
having things together.
To be more specific, I have
become convinced during these
past four years that our thinking
and our acting must not be separated. The whole person is one
who has gotten his head and his
heart together.' His intellectual
understanding and his behavior
are an integrated unit.
AT TIMES WHEN we are all
heart, when our action is not
preceeded by rigorous thinking,
we may find our actions to be
ineffective or even counter productive. The greening of the
American youth which Charles
Reich described about the time
you entered college seems to have
since gone brown. Good intentions were not enough to solve
complex problems.
During your years in college we
seem to have rediscovered- that
romantic ideals alone are simply
not sufficient to the tasks at hand.
I trust that Hope College has
helped you to see the need for
intellectual excellence and the
usefulness of the concepts and the

SPONSORED
BY
THE
MINISTRY
OF CHRISTY
PEOPLE

by Annetta Miller

skills of analysis which you have
acquired. And I hope that your
exposure to scholarship at Hope
College will make you henceforth
less susceptible to easy gut-level
solutions, and more prone to
undertake the intellectual discipline needed to be truly understanding and effective. For me,
the value of that undergraduate
education
in chemistry and
mathematics was a residue of critical thinking orientation which remained long after I forgot most of
the content of my courses.
BUT IF THE EXPERIENTIAL
trip of acting without first, seeking
truth defines the pitfall at the
romantic end of the continuum,
we must then hasten to add that
the opposite rationalistic extreme,
thinking without acting, is equally
irresponsible. This is so for at least
two reasons.
First, real personal knowledge
grows out of active encounter
with the subject matter. Passive,
detached analysis usually will not
give us the deepest possible understanding of an issue. To truly
know love, for example, we must
encounter and experience lovewe must act lovingly and be the
recipient of loving acts. To know
about love is not to fully know
love.
WHEN JESUS SAID, "You
shall know the truth and the truth
shall set you free," he meant a
whole knowledge-both rational
understanding of the truth together with the experience of personal encounter with the source
of truth. The writer of I John
declares that his full knowledge of
this truth involved several modalities: 4tWe have heard it; we have
seen it with our own eyes; we
looked upon it, and felt it with
our own hands" (NEB).
Some of your best courses have
linked the rational instruction in
basic principles with a personal
experience of those principles in
some sort of action. For while an
experience divorced from conceptual thinking may have only
momentary meaning, it is also
true that concepts which do* not
touch our experience are likely to
be soon forgotten.
What concepts do you remember from your freshman courses?
Are these not principles which
you somehow actively used or
witnessed or rehearsed? Are your
recollections not from some sort
of laboratory in the science building or in the community, of some
demonstration which brought life
to words, or of some intellectual
integration which you created in
an essay? So the first reason why
thinking must be integrated with
action is educational-conceptual
knowledge is made full and real
and is better remembered when
anchored in experience.

Hopfe students currently receiving food stamps may have to give
them up because of a new regulation going into effect to prevent
student abuse of the federal aid
program designed for low income
persons.
ACCORDING TO a spokesman
from the office of the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Grand
Rapids, dependent college students who get more than one half
of their support from home will
no longer be eligible for government food stamps if their families
cannot qualify for them also.
"This could cut the number of
eligible students by 50 percent,"
he said. Sylvia Van Hoven, Food
Stamp worker for the Ottawa
County Department of Social Services, said that her office will not
begin checking on student food
stamp recipients until it receives
specific guidelines from the State
Department of Social Services.
SHE COULD give no estimate
as to how many of the 20-30
Hope students now receiving food
stamps would be eliminated by
the new ruling.
The US DA said the change
involves "any student, age 18 or
over, who attends an educational
institution beyond high school
and is claimed as a tax dependent
by an ineligible household where
he does not reside."

THE NEW LAW applies only
to the student who is claimed as a
tax dependent. Other members of
an ineligible student's household
can still receive food stamps providing they are eligible.
The student will also have an
opportunity to prove that he
doesn't receive over half of his
support from an ineligible household.
THE USD A in July 1971,
issued a regulation barring food
stamps to college households if
any one of the residents was
ineligible to receive them.
But lawsuits were filed soon
after the regulation was announced, and because of court
injunctions, the restriction was
not enforced. The Supreme Court
ruled the regulation invalid last
June 25.
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NOW PLAYING...
' T h e Longest Yard"
Stars...Burt Reynolds
RATED (R)
Tonight...? and 9:05 PM
Continuous from 1:00
PM on Saturday

McCombs art
wins prize
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Bruce McCombs, assistant professor of art, recently had a print
entitled "Bridge" awarded a purchase prize at Bradley University's
15th National Print Exhibition.
McCombs has also been included
in
"New
American
Graphics," an invitational exhibition consisting of works by 100
contemporary American printmakers to be held in March at the
Madison, Wise. Art Center. This
exhibition will also travel to Pratt
Graphics Center in New York in
the fall.
He also had work included in
group exhibitions at Purdue University and Minot State College.

Through SATURDAY...
"Little Big Man"
With...Dustin Hoffman
"A Man Called Horse"
With...Richard Harris
R A T E D (PG)
Complete Double Feature
Tonight at 7:00 PM
Saturday at 5 and 7 PM

Just Arrived...!
A LARGE SHIPMENT OF

Painter's PANTS
KAMMERAD'S Army Store
Open Mon. and FrL, 9 'til 9... Tues., Thurs., Sat, 9-5:30
Just North of the Tower Clock, 184 River Ave., 39&5556
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THERES
' NOTHING DULL OR UNEXCITING ABOUT MISSIONS
S e e

f o r

YourseH

D u r i n g H o p e ' s

M i s s i o n

E m p h a s i s

FROM JANUARY 19-21

1

Discover the who, what and where of
Mission work in SUNDAY'S AM chapel
service, led by ARIE BROUWER, General Secretary of the Reformed Church.

2

Talk with various missionaries and organization representatives on MONDAY
from 6-9 PM in De Witt's ballroom.
Find out what service appeals to YOU.

3

Hear DICK TER MAAT, a dymanic
speaker and your counselor, speak
about "A MISSION IN MY MILE"
on TUESDAY at 8:30 PM in Wichers.
L

*

Don't Miss Out on One of the Most Informative
and Challenging Event of the Semester!
/

Hope College anchor
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H o p e fizzles
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Calvin defeats Hope, 79-59
Calvin College proved Wednesday night why they were the
pre-season pick to dominate the
MIAA basketball competition.
The Knights completely destroyed
an uninspired Dutch squad 79-59
at Knollcrest fieldhouse.
For a match that is supposed
to be a traditional, rivalry, all
emotion seemed to flow from the
opposing side. The first few minutes were marred by numerous
turnovers, with the Dutch finally
scoring the first bucket. This,
however, was to be the only time
Hope would enjoy the lead. Calvin
quickly returned with six straight
points, so that for all intents and
purposes the game was then over.

For the record, Hope was able
to keep it fairly close in the first
half, and trailed only by ten at the
half, 39-29. The second half was
then all Calvin, as they at one
point built the lead to twenty-one
points. The closest Hope came
was to trim the lead to thirteen
with about seven minutes remaining. But the Knights came back to
rebuild the point spread. to that
margin enjoyed at the end of the
game.
Coach Russ DeVette - finally
tossed in the towel with approximately three minutes left, with
the final minutes being played by
the reserves. Hope failed in two
important areas: getting the much

needed scoring from Brian Vriesman, and stopping the scoring and.
rebounding of Calvin's Mark
Veenstra. Vriesman led Hope
scorers with 14, followed by Dan
VanPernis with 11, and Ed Ryan
with 10.
The Junior Varsity played a
much more exciting game, finally
submitting to the Junior Knight's
69-68 after a hard fought battle.
Wayne VanDyke led the scoring
with 24 points.
Hope will be home this Saturday to do battle with another
championship hopeful, Alma. The
Dutch will be looking to improve
their 2-1 conference record.

i
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Hope's Brian Vriesman shoots for two, brushing off feeble and listless
defensive attempts by two apparently slumbering Calvin players.
Unfortunately, Hope lost the gamer 79-59.

Bunko's place
by Craig Vandermoien
As 1 proceeded past the muscle-flexing behemothes and their clanging weights, through the
maze of dilapidated lockers, past the showers and
the whirlpool room, 1 came upon the very bowels of
our beloved Carnegie Gymnasium - the equipment
room. This room is no different from the rest of the
gym - too cold and too small.
HOWEVER, IT IS and the operation that goes on
there is a smooth and efficient one. The man behind
it all is Norm Japinga. Uh, Norm who? Sorry, he's
better known as Bunko-the nickname tacked on in
grade school by his father.
"We'll have to turn off the light before we start
the interview," Bunko informed me. Seeing my
puzzled look he explained that the only phone is in
the equipment room and to enable himself to hear it
ring the laundry room, he had wired up a mike.
SINCE THERE IS no electrical outlet in the
room except the one in the overhead light, the mike
is plugged into it. If we did not want our conversation to be heard in the other room we'd have to
turn off the light or climb a ladder to hit the switch.
Bunko chose the latter course, and as he was
climbing down, I couldn't help but marvel at the
wonderful facilities.
Anyone at Hope even remotely connected with
sports and many of those who aren't, are acquainted
with Bunko. His official title is equipment manager,
and as such he is responsible for inventory, ordering
equipment in collaboration with the coaches, and
the issuing, collecting, and care of all equipment.
BUT HIS DUTIES go beyond that. Bunko is
in charge of marking the soccer, football, baseball,
and field hockey fields. In addition he drives the bus
to away games or lines up someone else to do so.
Bunko has been at Hope for seven years. Prior to
that he worked at the Holland Evening Sentinel
where he had been employed since high school.
Back in 1968 when Russ DeVette, professor of
physical education and Dr. Kenneth Weller (President of Central College in Pella, Iowa) asked Bunko
if he'd be interested in coming to Hope.
UNTIL THAT TIME, the school had only a
part-time equipment manager. The new position was
to be a full time one with the duties split between
managing the equipment and custodial functions.
Since that time Hope purchased its bus and
laundry facilities and the latter part of the job was
dropped. Today, care for the gym, which is probably the most widely used building on campus, is
done by numerous Hope students under Bunko's
supervision.
BUNKO LOVES all sports. He officiated for 25
years in football, basketball and baseball, and still
umps baseball games. He worked into the MIAA as a
football ref and it is this sport which he enjoys
officiating the most. It was this same sport in which
Bunko had his most embarrassing moment in sports.
Bunko was referee at the Grand Haven game
against St. Joe. The home team, trailing by seven

t h e

CORNER 8TH ST. and COLLEGE AVENUE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
OPEN 9:30-5:30; MON. and FRI. 'TIL 9 PM

JANUARY CI 1 i n
CLEARANCE M L l ! /
NORM "BUNKO" JAPINGA
had the ball, and was marching toward its goal line.
They ran a play which was apparently stopped at
the two yard line. When Bunko unpiled the players
he found to his dismay that the ball was not there.
THE ACTUAL ball carrier was standing in the
end zone. Bunko had missed the hand-off! Unbelievably, none of the other officials had seen it either,
and it was ruled that the score could not count since
no one knew how the ball had crossed the line.
Needless to say the home crowd, led by the Grand
Haven coach, wasted no time in voicing their
disapproval.
The story, however, had a happy ending. The ball
was placed on the two yard line arid Grand Haven
scored on the next play and went on to win 35-7.
THE TWO HOPE contests which Bunko remembers from recent years were the Hope victory at
Olivet in 1973 for the football Championship, and
the Calvin game at Hope last year, when the Dutch
lost at the final buzzer. Bunko picks Calvin as the
team to beat again this year and feels that the rest
of the league is strong and well-balanced.
Bunko has lived in Holland all his life except for
two years during the war when his family moved to
California. He has three children and is active at
Christ Memorial Reformed Church. Last semester he
headed the YMCA volleyball league for area
churches.
PERHAPS BUNKO'S greatest asset is his marvelous rapport with the students. This involvement
with the kids is one of the major reasons why he
loves his job. Although he plays such a vital role in
Hope's sports program, he does not always receive
the credit or recognition which is his tiue.
Maybe someday when Hope builds its new
gymnasium, he will get the facilities he deserves.
Possibly even two phones.

STEAKS

FREE Movie Night
Jan. 21—"Bonnie
and Clyde"
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1870 Ottawa Beach Road

PANTS AND JEANS
Originally $10-$17... $4-$10
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MYSTERY NIGHT
with
"Summer Breeze"

FRI. and SAT
Live Music and Dancing
with
"Summer Breeze"

Give
the world
alittle
gift today.
Blood.

+

The American
Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.
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